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after i bought isobuster i wanted to test it to
see if it worked on my disk. i know it found all

the files. however, in the "folder search"
window, i could only see my windows folder on
the cd. i thought it found all the files. but if the

other files were in the wrong folder (which
they were) then how was it able to find them?
i used isobuster to recover a disk that i could
not read using my windows vista computer. i
think i would have tried the same recovery
process using another program or using my
mac if i could have gotten a disc reader that

could read it. isobuster was a big help. i would
like to say that i have not been this pleased
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with a software package in a long, long time. i
have researched and downloaded, tried a

multitude of software to try to get my dvds
back to the dvd-r/rw type. none of them

worked at all. i am not a total idiot when it
comes to computers, so i knew the cd-r/rw
type of dvd was toast, but i was still hoping
that maybe some of the more "advanced"

software would do the trick. i did have a few
go out and i did try to have them fixed but the
only ones i could find that would do anything
were a 1 off of ebay that was so difficult to

use, that i just gave up. i am so happy to say
that i have found your program and it did

exactly what it says it would do. i hope that i
don't sound overly thankful, but i am truly

thankful for an outstanding program that does
exactly what it says it will do. it is worth every

penny and more! *uncompressed*.nrg
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i spent 4 hours this afternoon running
"isobuster" looking for a vss, miraculously it

found both my dvd "fantasia 2000" and
"fantasia 2000 deluxe version." it then asked
me a few questions and it's now "idle". what a

fantastic utility!!! even better, it worked
instantly! highly recommended! i have used

various software to try to decode my vob files
and just not worked. i am so glad to say that
after a few hours i found this software and it

works. it can be used to preview a disc quickly
and then you can save the disc as a new iso
file which is easy to use. i think it is not only

the best disc decoder but it is so many
features that you can do with your vob files in
the future. hope it works on future vob files.

thanks.. cool. i've been using an earlier
version of isobuster for the past several weeks
and i like it a lot. it really solved a lot of issues
in my life. is the free version of this new one a
compilation of the old one? i feel that the free
version is missing a few of the features of the
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full version and also it's a little slow. i would
like to see an update to fix these issues. my

thoughts are that the product could sell better
if the system could "repair" when a disc gets
damaged and the like, i.e., be able to repair a
bad cd and have all my data still available. i
had just finished a 2 hour assembly gig when
my pc crashed. it turns out that it was running

fdisk in hyperdrive to partition a hard drive
and was actually using the bootable media as

the actual hard drive. the drive failed and i
was left with the bare essentials. backing up
the data from a media that was at the root of

the failsafe meant that all of my data including
the hard drive content as well as the software

i had on the drive was lost. isobuster saved
the day. i was able to restore all of my data. i
won't go into the details as there's only one
way and i've got a lot of files to get through.
but i can definitely recommend this program.
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